In the Air, on Land, and at Sea...
All-American Hose, LLC is the new name for the largest and most innovative lay-flat hose manufacturing company in the United States. Founded in 1970 as Snap-tite Hose, Inc. and headquartered in Erie, PA, All-American Hose manufactures three iconic brands: Snap-tite Hose, National Fire Hose, and Ponn—all proudly designed, engineered, and tested in the U.S.A. From firefighting and fluid transfer to irrigation and sludge, All-American Hose manufactures hose ranging from 1-inch to 8-inch diameters, using a variety of jackets and liners.

All-American Hose delivers the most trusted line of military hose products in the industry, all designed for extreme situations and rapid deployment. And, we’re no strangers to America’s Armed Forces, having supplied over 800 miles of mil-spec fluid transfer hose. In fact, All-American Hose is the manufacturer of both the United States Marine Corp’s Hose Reel System and the U.S. Army’s Assault Hoseline System. In All-American Holdings, the company behind All-American Hose, you’ll see dedication that echoes the heritage, tradition, and commitments of our armed forces.

Performance is critical for a mission to succeed, so whether it’s in the air, on land, or at sea, we’re on the line with you. We offer a full arsenal of products guaranteed to perform, delivered as promised, and supported by the best customer service in the industry. Innovative hose products and services are your assurances of unparalleled commitments to the safety, reliability, and value all designed to aid you in combating the challenges you face. Complying with military standards, exceeding industry standards, striving to be the best hose company in the world—All-American Hose...the American Original.

At All-American, we understand that planning and strategic flow are the keystones of every fluid delivery system. That is why we take such care in engineering hydraulics and deliverability into all our hose products, offering military operations new tactical tools in fluid transport. Our innovations are known to change the industries we serve. We were first to the market with large diameter hose products that allowed firefighters to deliver a faster, more consistent flow of water. We helped design and promote innovative coupling solutions, and we pioneered hose products made from polyurethane extrusions that are more abrasion resistant than conventional hose technology. With our extrusion process, we’ve eliminated any possible delamination of the hose liner. It’s these unique industry achievements that propelled us in developing Ponn Conquest, the top-of-the-line municipal fire hose technology with the highest flow and lowest friction loss available. Our rubber and urethane covered hose products, in single and double jacket, meet or exceed NFPA, UL, and FM requirements.
All-American Hose is forging ahead with frontline technology and highly experienced personnel who are experts in the design and manufacture of layflat hose and high-pressure components. All-American Hose is the single source for Made in USA large diameter hose, rapid deployment and fluid logistic systems. Meeting the requirements of the markets that we serve, certifying our facilities to ISO 9001:2000 quality standards, and listening to our highly trained personnel will continue to make All-American Hose the single best choice in the world.
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All-American Hose Products Meet or Exceed National and International Standards and Approvals:

- MIL PRF 370 & MIL PRF 53027
- NFPA - National Fire Protection Association
- NSF - National Sanitation Foundation
- BS 6391 - British Standard for Fire Hose
- UL - Underwriters Laboratories
- ULC - Underwriters Laboratories of Canada
- FM - Factory Mutual Research Corporation
- ABS - American Bureau of Shipping
- MSHA - Mine Safety and Health Administration
- US Coast Guard - CID AA 59226

All-American Hose is dedicated to designing, engineering, and manufacturing the most reliable and recognizable brands in the industry including Snap-tite, Ponn, and National Fire Hose. Our commitment is to be the embodiment of an American Original...befitting firefighting, military, and industrial professionals around the world. All-American Hose...the American Original.

All-American Hose, LLC
an All-American Holdings Company
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